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Pneumatic Air Rifles

 With proper care your Air Arms air rifle will give you many years of fine reliable service.

Remember

Always treat your rifle as if it is loaded.
Never point your rifle at anyone even if unloaded or not cocked.

Always be sure of what lies beyond your target.
Always conduct yourself in a sportsmen like manner.

Treat all airguns with care. They are not toys and can severely injure yourself or others and cause 
damage to property. Always be aware that your actions will be under the scrutiny of other members 

of the public who may not share your enthusiasm for air guns.

Bad practises promote bad publicity. Do not jeopardise your future enjoyment by misusing this gun.

Warning. Pre-Compressed Pneumatic (PCP) air guns work under very high pressure and must NOT
be tampered with in any way.

 Air Arms reserve the right to alter the construction, appearance or performance of any product without 
prior notification. All illustrations are for information only and do not necessarily show the exact model that 
was purchased.

Parts not listed in the diagrams

Stock screws

 TX��0  Screw used on the TX, Hunter carbine and Pro Sport models to fit the trigger gaurd
 TX�60  Screw used on the TX, Hunter carbine and Pro Sport models to fit the trigger gaurd
 TX�3�  Screw used on the Pro Sport as side stock screws
 TX�36  Screw used on the TX and Hunter carbine models as side stock screw
 S6��   Washer used on the S�00, S��0, S��0, S�00 and S��0TC models
 S62�  Screw used on the S�00, S��0, S��0, S�00 and S��0TC models

Miscellaneous

 S�7�   - Filling filling adaptor on all fixed cylinder model pneumatics
 JT2�0   - Filling adaptor on the MK� style MPR removable cylinders
 S2�0  - Filling adaptor for the S200 target version.
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Trigger assembly on the S�00 and S��0 models including the TDR.
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Trigger assembly on the S�00 and S��0 models including the TC range.
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S400F & Superlite
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S410F & Superlite
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TDR Main body
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TDR Butt assembly
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S500 High power
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S510 Standard power
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S510 High power
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S510TC Standard power
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S510TC High power
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TX, Hunter Carbine and Prosport Trigger Unit
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TX and Hunter Carbine
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Pro Sport
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EV2 Main Body Assembly
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EV2 Barrel & Cylinder Assembly
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EV2 Stock assembly
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MPR FT & 10m Trigger assembly
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Biathlon Trigger assembly
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MPR FT assembly
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For butt pad components please see the Biathlon stock explosion.
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MPR 10m assembly
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For butt pad components please see the Biathlon stock explosion.
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MPR Biathlon assembly
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For butt pad components please see the Biathlon stock explosion.
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MPR Biathlon stock assembly
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Alfa pistol
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S200 assembly
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MPR cylinder assembly
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